
Project Title :

Blocktune - Blockchain Based Music App

Project Description :

This project deals with the music application. BlockTune:blockchain based music App is

a web based application.Our project is about a web platform which will enable the music

artists to upload their musical creation using blockchain technology. This platform will

create a gateway for people to use other’s music as their content or even buy the

ownership of music. If any user submits their music, it will generate some tokens for

sale. Another user can buy certain numbers of tokens to use the other’s music in their

content and can even take ownership of music by buying a non-fugile token. After

purchasing the nft, all licensing tokens will be transferred.

With the rise in buying arts as nft and owning the art , it seems that music is also an

art and music listeners also need  to own the songs which they will be listening to.

With the aim of solving proper licensing of the music and selling them to the music

listeners, we thought of solving this issue using Blockchain.

Problem Statement

In today’s context, Information Technology has been implemented in each and every

sector. Web2 has become more and more centralized and data are now at high risk.So A

decentralized system which provides anonymity to the user is blockchain.Current

business environment is highly dependent upon the centralized technology, its tools and

techniques. The concept of e-business, e-payment etc. has been promoted highly in

practice. Majority of the population are still adapting to the new technology.With this

there are lots of problems in the music industry. Licensing and selling the music as well

as getting paid for any one listening to music is also a bit problematic.

some of the major problem are:

❖ piracy of the songs

❖ every music is free now



❖ less commercial value in the songs

❖ Centralized system

❖ Not transparent revenue system

❖ Middleman involvement for music distribution

Proposed Solution

Our project is about a web platform which will enable the music artists to license

their original musical creation using blockchain technology. This platform will create

a gateway for people to use other’s music as their content or even buy the ownership

of music. If any user submits their music, it will generate some tokens for sale.

Another user can buy certain numbers of tokens to use the other’s music in their

content and can even take ownership of music by buying a non-fugile token. After

purchasing the nft, all licensing tokens will be transferred.In addition anyone can

add their creation to the platform.If anyone loves the artist they can directly tipped

the artist from the platform inorder to support the artist.

How does ‘BlockTune’ work?



● Listener and Artist Role

Users can add music to license and sell. Other users can buy tokens to

use the music or nft to own the music.Artist or distributing company

will release the music for licensing to the user. User will be getting

licensing in two category:

● Listening

● Reusing

Our system is a completely decentralized system where there is no

centralized entity enforcing or ruling the system.With the aim of

democratizing the music industry and sharing the transparent revenue

system to the industry our application comes into play.


